SIXTH FORM

“Teaching is highly effective and students in
Years 12 and 13 are making excellent progress.
Students are full of praise for this new Sixth Form.”
OFSTED 2018

WELCOME TO

THE COMPTON SCHOOL
Our aim is simple – to support
students to reach their full potential.
Our Sixth Form focuses on academic
excellence and preparing students for
university education and the world of work.
We have a dedicated and passionate team
of well-qualified and highly-skilled staff who
provide a wide range of A Level courses to
suit all interests as well as a small number of
Level 3 BTEC qualifications.
Ann Marie Mulkerins
Headteacher

“Students say they
are well prepared
for higher education
and the world of
work. Inspectors
observed students
taking responsibility
for their own
learning.”
OFSTED 2018

Outstanding teaching enables our students
to become creative thinkers and develop a
love of learning. Students are encouraged
to become independent learners; however
a real strength of the school is also the
extensive individualised teaching support
within classrooms and tracking of work
which ensures all of our students can make
outstanding progress.
Alongside our national reputation for
academic excellence, we also pride
ourselves on our outstanding pastoral care,
providing a very positive environment in
which students thrive. At The Compton
there is a strong and caring community
with an emphasis on support for high
achievement. Behaviour is recognised as
outstanding. We place high emphasis on
respect and positive behaviour, which
ensures the Sixth Form is a happy and safe
place to learn. There is a vibrant student
body with a wide range of enrichment and
leadership activities for students to get
involved in.

We are constantly receiving national
recognition for being an outstanding school.
Examples of this include The Compton
being selected to become a National
Teaching School, a significant national
accolade, given to very few schools.
Our results consistently place our school
in the top 5% of schools nationally; children
that come to The Compton School make
better progress than in almost any other
state school. Our latest Ofsted Report,
in January 2018, graded the school as
‘outstanding’ in all areas.
Our constant drive for innovation and
improvement ensures that we provide the
best possible education for each and every
young person. For all these reasons and
many more, I am immensely proud to be
Headteacher at The Compton School.
We very much look forward to you joining us
and seeing for yourself what a wonderful place
the Compton School is to be a part of.
Ann Marie Mulkerins
Headteacher
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WHY SHOULD I CHOOSE THE COMPTON SIXTH

OUTSTANDING TEACHING

Teaching and Learning at the Compton is
outstanding. Teachers plan meticulously and
have the belief that every student can succeed.
Our high expectations create an environment
where students make exceptional progress.
We also have a consistent approach to Teaching and Learning that
ensures high standards across all departments and subject areas.
We provide a broad and balanced Sixth Form curriculum and are fully
staffed with specialist teachers who teach with passion and enthusiasm.
Students are encouraged to be independent and creative and
independent study is used effectively to support learning beyond the
classroom. Our whole school approach to Spiritual, Moral, Social and
Cultural education ensures our students are ready to make a positive
contribution to the wider community and adult life.
As part of developing independence, high attaining students will have
the opportunity to take the Extended Project Qualification; a highly
valued programme by universities and employers.
Our Teaching School status ensures that staff are at the forefront of
educational research and development. A number of our teachers are
specialist leaders in education within their own subject areas and this
ensures that teaching at the school is of the highest quality.
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FORM?

“All my teachers at The Compton School
helped me to develop further understanding
in my subjects, encouraged me get involved
on a deeper level and to contribute rather
than just focus on getting good grades.
Talking to my English teachers on a one
to one basis made me think that attending
Oxbridge would be an amazing opportunity
and that allowed me to pursue that route.”
LARA
Now studying English at Cambridge University
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OUTSTANDING SUPPORT

Alongside its national reputation for academic
excellence, the school is a nationally accredited
Wellbeing School and prides itself on its pastoral
care, providing a very positive environment in
which students thrive.
The school provides a supportive and happy environment to study in.
Our exceptional and comprehensive system of pastoral care at Year
12 and 13, ensures that all our students are individually supported
to achieve their very best. Our high expectations regarding student
behaviour ensures an excellent atmosphere in which to learn.
In the Sixth Form we recognise students are young adults and respond
to this by providing greater freedom. However, it is also important to
maintain high levels of support and have monitoring procedures in place
to ensure that with this greater freedom, standards and progress do
not slip. For this reason, all Sixth Form students will be allocated a tutor
whose role it is to monitor their progress, develop their confidence
and provide help and guidance in the completion of future career plans
including applications to Higher Education. Each year group also has a
non-teaching Pastoral Leader who contributes to their personal and
academic development.
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“The hard work and care of
the pastoral team has made
a huge difference to me
and my children. They are
committed and willing to go
the extra mile. I have found
them incredibly supportive
and am hugely grateful.”
PARENT
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OUTSTANDING

“My time at Compton was full of positive memories that
never fail to put a smile on my face! I truly believe that these
opportunities have got me to where I am today. I got the
chance to participate in amazing opportunities like the Young
Enterprise Challenge where I was managing director of our
small start-up company. For the Exposure Magazine I wrote
articles on topics I was interested in such as mental health.
Also representing the school as Head Girl, a role I am
extremely proud of.”
GABRIELLA
Now studying and working towards a Degree Apprenticeship with
Mondelez International, with a Business Management Degree
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ENRICHMENT OPPORTUNITIES
We provide a wide and interesting range of enrichment opportunities at
Sixth Form level. This includes the provision of extra-curricular activities,
the opportunity to complete work experience and a number of specific
Sixth Form day and residential trips which includes several trips abroad.
All students starting in Year 12 will take part in the ‘Year 12
Induction Trip.’ This involves the whole of Year 12 taking part in a
team building trip during the first few weeks of the school year to
help both the current and new students to get to know each other
as well as taking part in various activities to develop team work,
independence and leadership skills.
During their time in Sixth Form students will have access to a wide
variety of sport, music, drama and other enrichment activities.
All students are expected to take part in at least one enrichment
activity as part of their personal development.

LEADERSHIP

Our innovative and nationally recognised Student Leadership
programme provides a wide range of unique leadership
opportunities. It allows students to be involved in school
governance and to take an active role in the running of the Sixth
Form. Sixth formers are also encouraged to support our younger
students through programmes such as peer mentoring, sports
leaders and paired reading.

SPORT

Through the PE department students have access to a fantastic
range of facilities on-site as well as off-site facilities. We have a
wide range of clubs and teams, many of them achieving success
at Borough level. In addition we offer a range of outdoor
education opportunities, including the Duke of Edinburgh Silver
Award Scheme and The Challenge.

PERFORMANCE

The Compton School has vibrant Performing Arts
Departments, offering opportunities for creative selfexpression and involvement at every level. At Sixth Form,
students are encouraged to take part in our diverse
programme of activities throughout the year, including
whole school productions, musical concerts and serenades.

CULTURE AND COMMUNITY

The Pastoral Curriculum is designed to prepare students for
university and the world of work. Our tailored curriculum will
prepare students to talk confidently in public and social situations,
experience a range of cultural activities and support local, national
or international charities. A particular focus of enrichment is about
widening students’ access to the huge diversity of opportunities
our Capital City has to offer. Throughout their time at Sixth Form
students have many opportunities for trips and experiences within
London ranging from Museums, Theatres, Exhibitions, Concerts,
Sporting Events and much more.

THE SUPER-CURRICULUM

Our Super-Curriculum encapsulates all those activities that
foster academic endeavour beyond the measurable outcomes
of examination results. It includes (but is not limited to) wider
reading, debate, public speaking, research, lectures and study
trips. Each department will provide a range of subject specific
enrichment opportunities designed to enhance students’ interest
and understanding. During the year staff will signpost students to
these opportunities.
Students wishing to develop an area of academic interest in
more depth will be able to take part in the Extended Project
Qualification (EPQ). This involves students completing a
university style research project in a topic of their choice.

“ A highlight of the volunteering programme
is the African Adventures Trip where
Sixth Form students will raise money to
fund their place on a 10 day volunteering
placement in Ghana.”
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OUTSTANDING FACILITIES

A purpose built Sixth Form Block opened in
January 2017. These additional facilities include
nine new classrooms and a large Study Centre
with access to the latest PCs, laptops and iPads
for private study.
THE SIXTH FORM BASE

The Sixth Form Base includes a dedicated Study area, a Café and
social area and a Sixth Form Services Suite. There are also Wi-Fi
hotspots throughout for students.

WIDER SCHOOL FACILITIES

Students attending the Sixth Form enjoy the best educational
facilities. Having completed a £5 million new build and
refurbishment programme, the school has now been expanded
across a wide range of department areas including; nine newly
refurbished science labs and new state-of-the-art music, drama
and art studios.
We are also the first school in the country to develop links with the
Power League Company to share the facilities of a brand new 5G
multi-use Astroturf facility to use for a range of different sports.
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“The careers help at The Compton is truly amazing.
The Sixth Form team and the tutors were a great
help when it came to writing my personal statement.
This support is the reason I was able to get into my
dream university.”
ABDULKADIR
Now studying Chemical Engineering at Imperial University

“I am so incredibly happy to be studying English
Literature at Kings College London. I have never felt
more happy in a school before than I have been at
Compton Sixth Form. A massive thank you to all the
staff, what a fantastic school and Sixth Form.”
BASMAH
Now studying English Literature at Kings College University London
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OUTSTANDING FUTURES
TOP ACHIEVERS AND DESTINATIONS
We are very aware of the intense
competition for places at the most
prestigious universities and the top
employers. All of our students are
provided with a comprehensive careers
package, including access to individual
guidance and support from the
dedicated Sixth Form careers advisor.
We work hard to ensure all students
are well informed about future choices
and that they have a smooth transition
to the next stages of their lives.
We have established links with some
of the top universities including
Cambridge, Kings College, UCL and
Surrey. Students have the opportunity
to attend visits to these different
institutions. These experiences are
essential for choosing the right course
at degree level and to gain an insight
into life in further education. We
also have strong links with employers
in large companies that run School
Leaver or Higher Apprenticeship
programmes. These offer mentors and
the potential to take part in internship
placements. In Year 12 all students have
the opportunity to take part in work
experience which gives them a valuable
insight into the world of work.
Students take part in a comprehensive
careers programme including topics
such as; exploring careers options,
UCAS application writing and interview
preparation. Intensive one-to-one
support offered by our skilled and
experienced tutor team ensures that
all students are able to make informed
decisions relating to their future and
have the right tools to make successful
applications to the destinations of their
choice. Students are encouraged to keep
in touch and maintain strong links with
the school through the Alumni scheme
and we are always thrilled to hear about
the successes of our former students.

Name

Grades

Subject

Destination

Ruby

A*, A*, A*

Art & Design

Central St Martins

Abdul

A*, A*, A*

Chemical Engineering

Imperial College London

Ceyda

A*, A*, A

International Relations

King’s College
University of London

Sena

A*, A*, A

Law

Keio University Japan

Saffron

A*, A*, A

Korean Studies
with Japanese

University of Sheffield

Callie

A*, A*, A

Ancient History

University of Birmingham

Evie

A*, A*, A

Law

University of Bristol

Shiv

A*, A, A

Economics & Management University of
(with placement year)
Loughborough

Kiran

A*, A, A

Psychology

University of Southampton

Bilal

A*, A, A

Political Economy

King’s College
University London

Sophie

A*, A, A

Muzamel

A*, A, A

Meena

Politics & International
Studies
Economics
(with placement year)

University of
Loughborough

A*, A, A

History

University of Durham

Ala

A*, A, A

Gap Year before applying for Medicine 2021 Entry

Xorayah

A, A, A

Politics & International
Relations (with a year
abroad)

Mathi

A, A, A

Gap Year before applying for Medicine 2021 Entry

Scarlet

A*, A, B

Business Management &
Economics

Nottingham Trent
University

Damon

A*, A, B

Accounting & Finance

University of Sussex

Bardia

A*, A, B

Mathematics

Alexandra

A*, A, B

Mathematics & Finance

Jordan
Simge
Hima
Aneesah

John
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Distinction*,
Distinction*,
B
Distinction*,
Distinction*,
B
Distinction*
D*, B
Distinction*,
Distinction*,
A

University of Warwick

Queen Mary University
of London

Queen Mary University
of London
City University
of London

Accounting & Finance

University of
Northampton

Law

University of Surrey

Human Nutrition

University of Westminster

Design Management

University of the
Arts London

Distinction*, Business & Management
Distinction*, Studies (with professional
B
placement year)

University of Sussex

DEGREE COURSE

SIXTH FORM INVOLVEMENT

UNIVERSITY

•
•
•
•

Diploma in Art & Design
Central St Martins

A LEVEL SUBJECTS
•
•
•
•

Head Girl
Exposure student magazine
LGBTQ + group
National NatWest Challenge Business Enterprise Award winner

Art – A*
English Literature – A*
Sociology – A*
Extended Project Qualification – A*

RUBY
“ The Compton Sixth Form has allowed me to excel academically as well as in terms of personal development.
From national competitions to volunteering trips abroad, the countless extra-curricular opportunities offered
there really expanded my passion and ambitions, and opened many doors for my future beyond A Levels.”

DEGREE COURSE
Psychological and
Behavioural Studies

UNIVERSITY

University of Cambridge

SIXTH FORM INVOLVEMENT
• Sixth Form Leadership Team
• Peer Mentor
• University Psychology lectures as part
of the Super-curriculum programme

A LEVEL SUBJECTS
• Psychology – A*
• Religious Studies – A*
• English Literature – A

AYAN
“ The Compton was not only a friendly environment, but an environment in which anyone can thrive,
and with their help I was able to achieve beyond my imagination.”

DEGREE COURSE

SIXTH FORM INVOLVEMENT

UNIVERSITY

• Volunteer on the African Adventures Ghana Trip
• First Team Football

Accounting & Finance

University of Northampton

BTEC BUSINESS
• Distinction*
• Distinction*

A LEVEL SUBJECT

JORDAN

• Product Design – B

“ Coming into the Sixth Form as an external student, I felt at home immediately. The teachers were all
so welcoming and made me feel like I belong in the school.”
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SIXTH FORM

COMMUNITY ETHOS
The ethos of our school continues
on into the Sixth Form where we
aim to create an environment
based on excellence, dedication
and respect.
Students find that they have to take on much more
responsibility for their own learning and for the
way in which they conduct themselves. All students
are expected to maintain high standards of work,
courtesy, behaviour and discipline and take pride in
their appearance and the school environment.
At the Compton Sixth Form the following behaviours
promote a positive learning environment:
• Dedication to studies
• Striving for excellence
• Resilience
• Respect for all
• Taking responsibility for your actions
• 100% Attendance
• 100% Punctuality
• High standards of personal appearance
The following behaviours are not tolerated:
• Anti-social behaviour
• Disruption to the learning of others
• Prejudice and discrimination
• Illegal activities
Sixth Form students are expected to be role models
for our younger students and lead by example at
all times. In return they experience a much more
adult environment with higher levels of trust and
responsibility, where students can thrive.
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“I am delighted with my daughter’s development
at The Compton. She has made fantastic
progress both socially and academically thanks
to the dedication and skills of the staff.”
PARENT

SIXTH FORM

“The Compton has provided an outstanding education for
many years and continues to do so. Pupil’s outcomes and
welfare are at the centre of everything the school does. Pupils
and staff are rightly proud of their excellent achievements.”
OFSTED 2018

SIXTH FORM
The Compton School,
Summers Lane, London N12 0QG
Telephone: 0208 368 1783
Fax: 020 8368 2097
sixthform@thecompton.org.uk
www.thecompton.org.uk

Founding school of the MLT, Middlesex Learning Trust
Registered Office: Summers Lane, London N12 0QG
Company registered in England and Wales number 07445586

